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The arc of our work is wide, but OUR FOCUS is singular:
making our corner of the Northwest — and the planet — 

livable for GENERATIONS to come
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A few highlights of how we are making change.
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Collaborating widely to achieve shared goals. 

2018: A YEAR OF TRANSITIONS AND NEW HORIZONS
2018 was a year of change at RE Sources as we said goodbye to Crina Hoyer and 
welcomed our new Executive Director, Shannon Wright. During this transition our staff, 
board, and supporters kept their eye on the prize — achieving real wins for our 
environment and communities, deepening collaborations, and diversifying our funding 
base. A sincere thanks to Interim E.D. Duane Jager for his support through this exciting 
transition. And thanks to you for partnering with us! We’re excited about the 
opportunities ahead to work together — protecting the Salish Sea, catalyzing the 100% 
renewable energy transition, galvanizing reuse and waste reduction, and working with 
local students to become our next generation of environmental problem solvers. 
Here’s to new horizons!

Shannon Wright
Executive Director
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PROJECTS
Momentum for clean energy laws.
We played an important role in the largest and most diverse coalition in 
Washington history, the Alliance for Jobs and Clean Energy. 200 volunteers 
across Whatcom County knocked on over 20,000 doors, helping to build 
power to pass progressive climate legislation.

Inspiring reuse and waste reduction.
The RE Store’s innovative projects like Revision Division and Manufacturing 
Waste Diversion enabled us to reuse even more. Donations of building 
materials were up 7% from last year, and we helped businesses reuse 
160,000 lbs. of landfill-bound manufacturing byproduct.

We empowered thousands of students to 
become problem solvers of today’s environmen-
tal challenges through action-based curriculum.

We launched Youth for the Environment and 
People (YEP!) for aspiring high school activists. 

We developed and shared resources and hosted 
training sessions for Whatcom teachers to foster 
more outdoor learning.



Clean, plentiful water for salmon and orcas.
Recovering salmon and threatened Southern Resident orcas has been our 
top priority. To that end, we helped generate statewide recommendations  
for funding and programs needed to increase stream flows for salmon, 
decrease vessel traffic and noise, and reduce toxic pollutants.

Community action for Salish Sea health.
We led teams of volunteer citizen scientists to conduct bird, fish, sea star, 
and intertidal surveys to generate data needed to strengthen protective 
policies, mitigation measures, and hold polluters accountable. Numerous 
volunteers joined us for beach cleanups and on-the-water tours to pick up 
trash, learn about legacy pollution sites, and get engaged in the 
Bellingham waterfront cleanup and redevelopment process. 

Stood in solidarity with Lummi Nation to pass 
legislation banning Atlantic salmon net pens.
Helped create a stable funding source for Lake 
Whatcom to protect our drinking water.
Delivered technical input to improve worker 
safety, toxic cleanup standards, and state laws.
Pushed local governments to remove barriers 
for clean energy projects, and create plans for 
transitioning to 100% renewable power.
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You’re a part of this. 

500
volunteers

200
partners

20K
supporters

57K
customers
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is how 
we get 
laws 
that
protect.
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is how 
we get 
water 
that’s
clean.



2309 Meridian Street
Bellingham, WA 98225

re-sources.org
(360) 733-8307

Together, we’re building resilient communities that live in balance with the natural world.

Thanks for being a part of THIS world change.

Photo credits: cover, p.4 (salmon): Brett Baunton;  P.4 (orca): Joan Poor;   
p.1, p.2, p.5, p.7, back: David Inscho;  P.8: Helen Scholtz;  

  p.9: Rachel Lee,Washington Environmental Council

We acknowledge that we live on the ancestral homelands of the Coast Salish peoples, who have lived in this area 
from time immemorial. Our deepest respect and gratitude for our indigenous neighbors, the Lummi Nation, 
Nooksack Tribe, and Swinomish Tribe, for their enduring care and protection of the lands and waterways.




